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Energy storage is an integral part of modern society. A contemporary example is the lithium (Li)-ion battery, which enabled the
launch of the personal electronics revolution in 1991 and the first
commercial electric vehicles in 2010. Most recently, Li-ion batteries
have expanded into the electricity grid to firm variable renewable
generation, increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of transmission and distribution. Important applications continue to
emerge including decarbonization of heavy-duty vehicles, rail,
maritime shipping, and aviation and the growth of renewable
electricity and storage on the grid. This perspective compares
energy storage needs and priorities in 2010 with those now and
those emerging over the next few decades. The diversity of
demands for energy storage requires a diversity of purpose-built
batteries designed to meet disparate applications. Advances in the
frontier of battery research to achieve transformative performance
spanning energy and power density, capacity, charge/discharge
times, cost, lifetime, and safety are highlighted, along with strategic
research refinements made by the Joint Center for Energy Storage
Research (JCESR) and the broader community to accommodate the
changing storage needs and priorities. Innovative experimental
tools with higher spatial and temporal resolution, in situ and
operando characterization, first-principles simulation, high throughput computation, machine learning, and artificial intelligence work
collectively to reveal the origins of the electrochemical phenomena
that enable new means of energy storage. This knowledge allows a
constructionist approach to materials, chemistries, and architectures, where each atom or molecule plays a prescribed role in
realizing batteries with unique performance profiles suitable for
emergent demands.
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he global energy system has experienced dramatic changes
since 2010. Rapid decreases in the cost of wind and solar
power generation and an even steeper decline in the cost of
electricity storage (Fig. 1) have made renewable power plants
increasingly competitive with conventional fossil alternatives.
The emergence of electric vehicles promises to disrupt the traditional dependence on petrochemicals and to potentially
transform personal mobility. The advent of distributed energy
resources including rooftop solar, demand management, and
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behind-the-meter storage is changing the character of the
transmission and distribution grid. Perhaps most important in
the long run, the increasing urgency of decarbonization to avoid
the most serious consequences of climate change is affecting all
aspects of society spanning energy, healthcare, and agriculture.
Such profound changes in the established expectations and operating norms of the transportation and grid sectors dramatically
alter their future trajectories and, consequently, the research and
development frontiers of the technologies that enable those
pathways.
The Energy Storage Landscape Since 2010
In 2010 the cost of lithium (Li)-ion battery packs, the state of the
art in electrochemical energy storage, was about $1,100/kWh (2),
too high to be competitive with internal combustion engines for
vehicles or diesel generators and gas turbines for the grid. Instead, focus was on developing Li-ion batteries to support the
growth of personal electronics, which require relatively small
storage capacities in limited volume and weight formats. High
energy density was the primary performance requirement for a
personally carriable device, with cost, charging time, and lifetime
distant followers. Early electric vehicles, such as the Nissan Leaf
introduced in Japan and the United States in 2010, began to
change battery performance expectations, with capacity (for
driving range), cost (for competitiveness), and charging time (for
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Fig. 1. Global average levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) from solar photovoltaic (PV) cells, wind, and Li-ion batteries. Reproduced with permission
from ref. 1.

convenience) the prioritized characteristics. In the same time
frame, storage for the electricity grid began to emerge for a few
niche applications (3, 4) such as frequency regulation, but high
cost precluded widespread deployment without stacking multiple
benefits provided by a single battery installation (5–7). A growing
recognition of the need for decarbonization to avoid the worst
consequences of climate change introduced a qualitatively new
feature into the energy system: replacing immediate return on
investment with decades-long deferral of returns from mitigated
climate volatility that ultimately accrue to society at large rather
than to the original investors. Conventional markets are not
designed to deal with this feature. Preexisting technologies based
on fossil fuels cannot provide decarbonization without significant
added cost, such as for carbon capture, use, and sequestration. This
creates an opportunity for new technologies such as renewable
energy, electricity storage, and electric vehicles to compete for
dominance in the carbon-constrained era, in tandem with fuelagnostic measures such as grid modernization, demand-side management, ride sharing, and connected self-driving vehicles.
Around this same time, the US Department of Energy (US
DOE) established Energy Innovation Hubs to apply leadingedge science and technology at scale to the world’s most pressing
energy challenges. At the launch of the Joint Center for Energy
Storage Research (JCESR) in 2012, Li-ion batteries had increased their energy density by a factor of 3 at the cell level and
decreased their cost by a factor of 2 at the pack level since their
commercialization in 1991 (2, 8). Even with these remarkable
achievements, the energy density and cost of state-of-the-art Li-ion
batteries could not support the electrification of transportation.
Early all-electric automobiles such as the Nissan Leaf had a
driving range of ∼70 miles, too low for a typical driver’s needs
and not competitive with incumbent internal combustion engine
technology (9). For the grid, the outlook was even bleaker, with
the levelized cost of electricity from Li-ion batteries 10×, 8×, and
3 to 4× that of combined cycle gas turbines, coal, and gas peaker
plants, respectively (1, 10).
The Future Energy Storage Landscape
As the price of energy storage falls, deployment in new areas is
increasingly attractive. Commercial battery pack costs have
dropped from $1,100/kWh (2) to $156/kWh in 2020 (11), electric
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vehicles are maturing into worthy competitors for gasoline cars
(12), and new storage solutions are being regularly deployed in the
electricity grid to firm growing shares of renewables. Increasing
global recognition of climate urgency is motivating deep decarbonization efforts across the board, from personal cars to long-haul
trucks, maritime shipping, and aviation and to a fully renewable
electricity grid (13, 14). These deployments of electrochemical
energy storage are only the beginning; far more pervasive and
serious technology needs frustrate the transformations of transportation and the electricity grid to low- or no-carbon status (15,
16). These challenges and opportunities require a diversity of
batteries for a diversity of uses. Regional passenger flight, for
example, requires high power for takeoff and landing; specific
energy of 800 Wh/kg or more for a 600-mile range (17); fast
charging during brief on-ground stops for passenger unloading
and loading; and, somewhat remarkably, little attention to capital
cost because operational costs are the dominant expense for
airlines. Aviation performance needs are distinct from those of
electric vehicles or the electricity grid. A second example is longduration storage (tens to hundreds of hours of discharge at variable
power) to back up consecutive overcast or calm days on a highpenetration renewable electricity grid—this need cannot be
met by the 4- to 6-h discharge time of Li-ion batteries (16, 18).
Maritime shipping, long-haul trucking, and long-distance rail have
different sets of performance needs. This broad range of applications requires a variety of purpose-designed batteries to satisfy the
specific portfolio of requirements for each application.
The steep decline in battery costs is often compared to the
similarly precipitous drop in the cost of solar photovoltaic cells
(Fig. 1), with the comment that batteries are 10 y behind solar
(19). While insightful, this comparison overlooks a fundamental
difference between the two technologies. Solar cells conform to a
single basic dominant design, with silicon as the active photovoltaic element and encapsulation by transparent glasses to
protect against the surrounding environment. This design serves
a single purpose, generating electricity, which, in turn, supports a
host of uses. Energy storage presents a different picture, where
the range of battery uses requires many disparate battery designs.
As such, alkaline primary batteries, secondary lead-acid and
nickel metal hydride batteries, and many others all serve vital
functions. Batteries for personal electric vehicles require capacities 10,000× greater than batteries for personal electronics,
and batteries for the electricity grid require 1,000× to 10,000×
greater capacity than for electric vehicles; maritime shipping and
aviation needs for capacity may be similar or even higher. Unlike
solar cells, batteries are on the cusp of diversification to meet a
wide variety of performance needs in the transportation and
electricity sectors (19).
A Decade of Battery Development
It was clear when the Nissan Leaf was introduced in 2010 that
cost was a primary impediment to energy storage for both
transportation and the grid and that energy density for driving
range was critical for transportation. Moreover, energy density
and cost are interconnected as higher energy density reduces
materials needed for the same storage capacity, thus lowering
the cost. Thus, these two performance metrics dominated the
energy storage landscape. Accordingly, JCESR prioritized fivefold increases in energy density to 400 Wh/kg at the pack level
and fivefold decreases in cost to $100/kWh at the pack level for
transportation and grid batteries. JCESR elected to pursue
several different battery formats for applications, specifically
flow batteries for the grid as their independent scaling of power
and energy offered a pathway to large energy storage capacities
with decreasing cost per kWh, and lithium-sulfur (Li-S), lithiumair (Li-O), and multivalent batteries for transportation for their
high theoretical energy densities and low material costs.
Trahey et al.
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Electricity Grid: Redoxmers, Polymer Membranes, and LongDuration Storage
Redox flow batteries are rechargeable electrochemical systems that
hold promise for long-duration energy storage at the low system
costs needed for economic viability. In a typical system, two redox
active species, operating at different potentials, are dissolved in
liquid electrolytes, which are stored in tanks and pumped through a
power-converting electrochemical stack where they are oxidized and
reduced to alternately charge and discharge the battery. As compared to conventional enclosed rechargeable batteries (e.g., Li-ion
and lead-acid), redox flow batteries have several key advantages of
particular relevance to grid storage including decoupled power and
energy scaling, long operational lifetimes with deep discharge capabilities, simplified manufacturing, and improved safety characteristics. Historically, the materials set of choice have been inorganic
redox couples (e.g., V, Fe, Cr, Zn, and Br) dissolved in aqueous
electrolytes whose lower cell potentials and solubilities limit energy
density and cost reduction potential. Indeed, early stage technoeconomic modeling of multihour energy storage for the grid
showed flow batteries to be a viable technology platform for lowcost energy storage provided the appropriate redox couples and
associated electrolytes were identified (24, 27). To this end,
JCESR has pursued nonaqueous flow batteries which utilize dissolved or suspended redoxmers (redox active organic monomer,
oligomers, polymers, and colloids) as charge-storing fluids (30–
35). Nonaqueous electrolytes offer the opportunity for increased
cell voltages due to wider windows of electrochemical stability and
access to new electrochemical couples that are incompatible with
aqueous electrolytes due to either low solubility, chemical incompatibility, or redox potentials outside the stability window.
The use of redoxmers provides several additional benefits.
First, the solvated diameter of redoxmers is large enough to be
screened by inexpensive size exclusion membranes, which is a
major cost advantage compared to expensive (and often ineffective) ion-selective membranes employed in the majority of
precommercial and commercial flow batteries (31, 33). Second,
redoxmers are a versatile molecular platform: a wide variety of
pendant groups can be attached to linear or cyclic carbon
backbones, providing nearly endless opportunities to control
relevant properties such as operating voltage, number of charges
transferred per reaction, solubility, and stability (35, 36). Third,
the polymer architecture offers a scaffold for integrating functional groups that impart responsive behavior such as selfreporting state of health and self-repairing degradation, potentially significantly extending the lifetime of redoxmers and the
flow battery (37). The design space of redox active organic materials is rich, broad, and complex, offering a powerful toolbox,
which is only beginning to be understood. To accelerate progress,
JCESR has developed and advanced computational methods
such as genomic calculations, machine learning, and quantitative
structure–property relations to augment traditional discovery approaches (38, 39). Application of these methods, in combination
with synthesis and experiment, have yielded a range of new organic candidate species, including cyclopropenium monomers and
Trahey et al.

Fig. 2. Capacity versus cycle number for bulk electrolysis cycling of the
thioether-substituted cyclopropenium derivative 2-Me+, shown above. Pairing this monomer with an unoptimized organic negative electrolyte (Nalkylphthalimide 6) enabled the demonstration of a 3.2-V all-organic nonaqueous flow battery. Reprinted with permission from ref. 41. Copyright
(2019) American Chemical Society.
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dimers with solubilities up to 1.6 M in select nonaqueous electrolytes (40) and an all-organic nonaqueous flow battery with a cell
voltage of 3.2 V (41), (Fig. 2).
In tandem, JCESR introduced polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIM) as a new class of nanoporous membranes capable
of size-screening redoxmers in redox flow batteries and soluble
linear chain polysulfide intermediates in Li-S batteries (33, 42–
45). A flexible platform, these polymer membranes can be
functionalized to enable charge selectivity, in addition to size
selectivity, by incorporating redox switchable moieties into the
polymer structure, as shown in Fig. 3 (33, 44). These potentially
inexpensive polymer membranes are now being commercialized
by Sepion, Inc., a startup spun out by JCESR (46). For the interested reader, further discussions can be found in a special
virtual issue of Macromolecules devoted to polymers and other
macromolecules that advance the frontier of electrochemical
storage devices including Li-ion, Li metal, Mg metal, and redox
flow batteries as well as supercapacitors (47).
In a separate grid effort, JCESR identified the emerging need
for inexpensive long-duration storage (16, 18) and sought to address it with an entirely new kind of flow battery, an air-breathing
aqueous sulfur battery (48, 49). Targeting storage needs with
discharge times of days to weeks to firm electricity delivery in grids
with high fractions of variable wind and solar, this battery employs
exceptionally low cost materials: sulfur, an abundant byproduct of
oil refining, water, and oxygen drawn from air. This approach
enables unprecedentedly low system costs for electrochemical
energy storage, similar to those of pumped hydroelectric storage,
but in a smaller footprint free of locational constraints. Form
Energy Inc., a JCESR start-up, is pursuing commercialization of
this and other long-duration battery concepts (50).
Redoxmer-based flow batteries, inexpensive size-selective
polymeric membranes, and air-breathing aqueous sulfur flow
batteries are fundamentally new innovations with the promise
and versatility to potentially solve the critical challenges of cost,
lifetime, and long-duration discharge for a decarbonized electricity
grid. JCESR and others are actively pursuing materials, chemistries,
and architectures that can best implement these advances.

APPLIED PHYSICAL
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To achieve its cost and performance targets, JCESR embarked
on a top-down, reductionist approach to battery science, translating system-level energy density and cost performance goals
into materials-level performance targets using a comprehensive
set of technoeconomic models (20–29). These material-level
targets were then pursued with heavily integrated fundamental
science coordinating simulation, synthesis, characterization, and
design. Driven by battery-level performance goals, this approach
led to meaningful advances in the science and engineering of
several different storage platforms, including nonaqueous flow
batteries and air-breathing aqueous sulfur flow batteries for the
grid and Li-S, Li-O, and magnesium-ion (Mg-ion) batteries for
transportation which are summarized below.
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Fig. 3. PIMs can be synthesized for size selection with adjustable pore sizes
up to 1.5 nm and for adaptive charge selection by incorporating redox
switchable monomers that acquire charge after reaction with redox-active
species in solution. Reproduced with permission from ref. 44.

Transportation: Li-S, Li-O, and Multivalent Batteries
In contrast to flow batteries, the compact, energy-dense format
of a Li-ion battery is ideal for transportation applications. As such,
the question became, what battery couples can theoretically deliver
more energy per kilogram for less cost? Li-S, Li-O, and multivalent
batteries all potentially contend in this space. JCESR’s technoeconomic modeling identified excess electrolyte in Li-S batteries
as a significant contributor to the high cost and low energy density
of this technology (21, 22). Large electrolyte to electrode ratios are
a standard feature of Li-S cells, enabling longer lifetimes by compensating for the continuous loss of electrolyte to parasitic side
reactions during cycling (51). JCESR explored sparingly solvating
electrolytes where limited solubility of intermediate polysulfide
products restricts the liquid-phase parasitic side reactions (21, 52).
Computational and characterization studies of solvated polysulfides
revealed clustering of polysulfide chains in solution, suggesting a
new mechanism of Li cation mobility: exchange of Li cations
from one chain/cluster to another (53). Studies of sparingly
solvating electrolytes, in turn, revealed alternate pathways for
the Li-S discharge reaction that proceed through the solid
instead of the liquid (54–57), an attractive solution that, in a
single stroke, eliminates the solvation, side reactions, and migration of the polysulfide intermediates.
Li-O batteries are attractive for their very high theoretical
energy density but usually suffer from short cycle life and high
sensitivity to moisture and CO2 in untreated air, necessitating the
use of high-purity O2 (23). JCESR introduced a new approach
enabling a true Li-air battery, based on two-dimensional (2D)
MoS2 positive electrodes that catalyze the Li-O discharge reaction, a Li2CO3 protective layer on the Li metal negative
electrodes, and an ionic liquid electrolyte that acts as a cocatalyst
with MoS2. At the laboratory scale, the cell chemistry cycles 700
times and operates in untreated air with typical moisture and
CO2 content. Density functional theory calculations reveal that
exposed Mo orbitals at the edge of the MoS2 2D cathode act as
the catalyst, opening a promising new approach to potentially
practical Li-air batteries (58).
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Using the Materials Project (59), JCESR explored multivalention batteries using multiply charged cations such as Mg2+, Ca 2+,
and Zn 2+ instead of singly charged Li +. Massive materials
simulation mapped the landscape of multivalent working ions and
associated electrode structures. Over 1,800 combinations of divalent (Mg2+, Ca2+, and Zn2+) and trivalent (Al3+) cations paired
with positive electrodes based on sulfides, oxides, fluorides, and
phosphates were simulated for their voltage, capacity, energy density, and ion mobility (60). This comprehensive survey, the first of its
kind, revealed trends in electrochemical properties and established
an initial set of guiding principles for materials selection (61). A
number of promising positive electrodes for Mg2+ cations were
identified, of which many were synthesized with several demonstrating intercalation of Mg2+ (62–69) (Fig. 4). Separately, JCESR
experimentally demonstrated three new long-cycling divalent
battery chemistries, Mg-Ti2S4 (66), Zn-MnO2 (70), and CaMnFe(CN)6 (71). Significant insight into the mechanism of Ca2+
stripping and plating (72), the atomic-level phenomena behind the
overpotential and nucleation rates for metal stripping and plating
(73), and demonstration of facile Ca2+ stripping and plating at room
temperature (74) expose new directions and promise for Ca-ion
batteries. The weak coordination of Mg2+ by electron-deficient
anions such as TPFA− (TPFA− = [Al{OC(CF3)3}4]−) was shown
to be an effective rational design strategy for electrolytes that
extends the electrochemical window of Mg salts, rendering
them kinetically inert to Mg+-mediated reduction (75) and
enabling Mg plating without decomposition (76).
High mobility of multivalent ions in host electrodes and solid-state
electrolytes has long been questioned because their larger Coulomb
interactions were thought to hinder their motion. JCESR used
nudged elastic band theory (77–79) to extensively explore the mobility of multivalent ions in crystalline hosts, revealing favorable local
site symmetries that can enable high mobility despite their larger
Coulomb interactions. This discovery, first revealed in computer
simulations, was confirmed by experimental NMR and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (80). A new simulation approach,
electrostatically estimating the migration barriers in intercalation
hosts, allows high-throughput computation to explore ion mobility
systematically in many families of crystalline electrodes (81).
Batteries for transportation face many challenges to decarbonize not only personal cars but also buses, long-haul freight
trucking, rail, maritime shipping, and aviation. JCESR’s innovations in sparing solvation and solid state reaction pathways in
Li-S batteries; MoS2 catalysts, ionic liquid electrolytes, and
protective Li coatings for long-cycling Li-air batteries; and new
positive electrodes that enable high mobility of multivalent cations introduce promising new directions for high-energy density
batteries. Implementing these new directions requires acceleration

Fig. 4. Crystal structure of chemically magnesiated ζ-V2O5 derived from
synchrotron-based X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy.
Mg resides in a pseudosquare-pyramidal site with a frustrated fivefold coordination. Reprinted from ref. 69, with permission from Elsevier.

Trahey et al.
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Next-Generation Organic Electrolytes: The Electrolyte
Genome
The battery community uses only a few dozen of the thousands to
hundreds of thousands of possible liquid organic electrolyte formulations. JCESR sought to address this challenge by introducing
the Electrolyte Genome, which brings to organic electrolytes the
power and versatility of computational materials design which, up
until then, had been focused on crystalline materials. The Electrolyte Genome draws on a database of tens of thousands of organic
molecules cataloging their electron affinity, ionization potential, and
other properties computed from first-principles or molecular dynamics calculations (82). This extensive information base enables
understanding the solvation structures, dynamics, and chemical reactions of monovalent and multivalent ions in liquid electrolytes and
their desolvation phenomena at electrode interfaces. JCESR discovered, for example, that multivalent cations such as Mg2+, Ca2+,
and Zn2+ often pair with anions, a behavior not seen in the solvation of monovalent cations such as Li+ (83). Furthermore, when
Mg2+ transitions to Mg+ before depositing as Mg0, the intermediate
monovalent state is extremely active and capable of cleaving anions
such as TSFI− (TSFI− = [(CF3SO2)2N]−) and solvents such as sulfones, revealing a fatal electrolyte decomposition mechanism (84).
However, in electrolytes containing Cl−, Mg2+ near the electrode
interface solvates as the complex MgCl+ coordinated by a shell of
solvent molecules. This shell adsorbs preferentially on the electrode
surface, and MgCl+ desolvates to Mg0 at low energy, enabling
plating without decomposition of anions or solvent molecules (85,
86). This work reveals the atomic and molecular mechanism of Mg
stripping and plating and opens the door to deliberate atomic-level
design of multivalent electrolytes (87).
Safety and High Energy Density: Solid-State Electrolytes and
Alkali Metal Negative Electrodes
Replacing flammable organic liquid electrolytes with nonflammable
solid-state electrolytes eliminates thermal runaway reactions, a
primary safety concern of Li-ion batteries. Pairing solid-state electrolytes with pure alkali metal negative electrodes significantly increases energy density, due to the greater gravimetric capacity of
these metals: 3,860 mAh/g for Li and 1,165 mAh/g for Na versus
372 mAh/g for conventional graphite negative electrodes in Li-ion
batteries. Na negative electrodes are attractive for the natural
abundance and low cost of Na, should Li supply chains become
strained by high battery demand for transportation and grid applications (88–90). The safety and energy density advantages of solidstate electrolytes and alkali metal negative electrodes make them an
appealing target for rapid deployment. However, the high reactivity
of Li and Na with most solid-state electrolytes creates spontaneous
interfacial layers that often consume the alkali working ions and
create interphases that block their transfer between electrolyte and
electrode on charging or discharging (91–93).
JCESR introduced an inverse design strategy employing firstprinciples reactivity calculations to identify hydrates as reactants that
spontaneously generate protective coatings for pure Na negative
electrodes on contact with the solid-state electrolyte Na3SbS4. These
coatings passivate the interface between Na negative electrode and
solid-state electrolyte against further electrolyte reactions with Na and
are permeable to Na cations but not to electrons. Hydrates form
naturally on Na3SbS4 surfaces on exposure to air. Synchrotron X-ray
depth profiling confirmed the first-principles reactivity predictions,
Trahey et al.

The Current Challenge
The challenge of meeting varied cost and performance metrics
for multiple distinct applications with a single battery technology
is qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 5. Specifically, the disparity in
energy storage requirements for two different scenarios, a battery
in an electric vehicle (A in Fig. 5) and a battery for stationary
energy storage (B in Fig. 5), is shown. A single system cannot be
adapted to meet both sets of requirements. Intrinsic features of
enclosed batteries (e.g., Li-ion batteries), for example, prevent
full decoupling of energy from power, so that extremes of high
energy/low power and low energy/high power are largely out of
reach. Instead, we need a diverse set of battery platforms each
specifically designed for a class of applications. Even for a single
application, Li-ion batteries regularly fail to meet all of the

Fig. 5. Select performance and cost priorities for two hypothetical battery
applications (i.e., A, electric car transportation; B, battery storing solar or wind
energy for the grid). These distinct applications need separate purpose-designed
batteries. Even for a single application, batteries typically cannot meet all of the
performance needs simultaneously. These two challenges—a diversity of batteries for a diversity of uses and meeting all of the performance requirements
for a given application—are the frontier of energy storage research.
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opening a new route for rational design of practical solid state electrolyte interfaces (94).
In a separate surface science-based approach, thin films of Li
are sputtered onto single crystal and polycrystalline surfaces of
model (SrTiO3) and real (LLZO) solid-state electrolytes, which
are then characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
atomic force microscopy, and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
combined with density functional theory calculations (95, 96).
Specific chemical reactions at the interface are observed, including the surprising roles of the crystallographic orientation
and surface morphology of the solid electrolyte on the interfacial
reaction sequence. This new Li sputtering approach exposes the
normally buried interface between Li negative electrode and
solid-state electrolyte to extensive multimodal characterization.
In a third effort, JCESR spun out the startup company Blue
Current to pursue development of polymer-based solid state
electrolytes based on JCESR discoveries (97).
Exposing the normally buried interface between the electrode
and the solid-state electrolyte to multimodal characterization
and using first-principles reactivity calculations to predict spontaneously formed interfacial protective coatings represent two
entirely new directions for understanding and implementing a
wide range of solid-state electrolyte–metal electrode pairs. Their
use by JCESR and the battery community will significantly accelerate progress in this important area.

APPLIED PHYSICAL
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of materials discovery through advances in computation, machine
learning, and artificial intelligence and understanding the fundamental origins of electrochemical behavior by in situ and operando
characterization. This new knowledge will enable the deliberate
design of battery materials, chemistries, and architectures at the
atomic and molecular level to produce targeted overall battery
performance.
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Fig. 6. JCESR pursues transformative materials, chemistries, and architectures designed at the atomic and molecular level and built from the bottom
up, atom by atom and molecule by molecule, where each atom or molecule
plays a prescribed role in enabling targeted overall performance. These
transformative materials, chemistries, and architectures can be mixed and
matched to purpose-design batteries for current and future applications.

performance improvements as drop-in replacements that maintain the basic architecture and many of the manufacturing processes of conventional Li-ion batteries. Other battery advances,
such as high-specific energy batteries for regional aviation or airbreathing aqueous sulfur flow batteries for long duration storage,
will require new architectures and manufacturing processes that
will increase costs, at least initially. In some cases, the higher
manufacturing costs may be offset by lower materials costs and
by supply chains that are more reliable and less complicated than
for Li-ion batteries (89, 90). Game-changing batteries for applications with large market demand will benefit from long
learning curves that will lower costs. Despite higher near-term
manufacturing costs, these batteries may ultimately compete successfully with incumbent fossil technologies, just as solar panels and
Li-ion batteries have done over the past decade.
To address the broad landscape of emerging and future energy
storage applications, JCESR turned from its former top-down
approach pursuing specific battery systems with high energy
density and low cost to a bottom-up approach pursuing transformative materials, chemistries, and architectures that can be
mixed and matched to produce batteries with a variety of targeted performance metrics spanning energy density, power, capacity, charge/discharge times, cost, lifetime, and safety. This
range of performance metrics is needed to meet the needs of, for
example, regional electric aviation, long-duration storage for
backing up renewable generation on consecutive overcast or
calm days, heavy-duty long-haul trucking, maritime shipping,
long-distance rail, and hybrid use with fossil fuel in the short
term and hydrogen fuel cells in the long term. Batteries suitable
for many of these applications have yet to fully emerge.
JCESR pursues transformative materials, chemistries, and architectures by understanding and building batteries from the
bottom up, atom by atom and molecule by molecule, where every
atom and molecule plays a defined role in producing targeted
system attributes, as illustrated in Fig. 6. This bottom-up approach, where battery-level performance is designed at the atomic
and molecular level, is relatively new to battery research and development. This could not have been done 10 y ago, because our
knowledge of the atomic and molecular origins of electrochemical
phenomena was not sufficiently well developed. Modern tools
such as in situ characterization, scanning electrochemical microscopy, coherent high-intensity X-ray beams that can access buried
interfaces, computational simulation of electrochemical materials
and phenomena, and artificial intelligence applied to materials
discovery are rapidly building the knowledge base needed for this
constructionist approach. The promise of bottom-up electrochemical design is significant acceleration of the pace of discovery
and innovation by eliminating time-consuming trial and error that
is often the backbone of battery research and development.
JCESR aims to be on the frontier of bottom-up, atomic, and
molecular-level design for next-generation batteries.

(often competing) performance requirements such as frequent cycling
and long life, high energy density and low cost, or fast charging and
no safety risk. The need for a diversity of battery platforms beyond
the current technology and the inability of existing technologies to
meet all of the required performance metrics for a given application
are the two biggest challenges for energy storage. The state of the art
of battery technology in meeting these two challenges is documented
in the Factual Document (98) and Workshop Report (99) of the
Basic Research Needs Workshop on Next Generation Electrical
Energy Storage. The strategy and operation of JCESR is structured
to address these two challenges.
The diversification of batteries to meet new application requirements implies new battery materials, chemistries, and architectures, some of which will deviate significantly from the
conventional Li-ion format. This deviation will interrupt the
long, steady decline in Li-ion battery costs (Fig. 1), which is due
to 1) continuous incremental improvement in Li-ion positive
electrodes and other materials and 2) an extended learning curve
of continuous refinement of the manufacturing process supported by long-term growth of demand and production. Some of
the materials advances now in the research phase, such as solidstate electrolytes and alkali metal anodes, promise significant
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